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A B S T R A C T

Background: The novel technology of the Internet of Things (IoT) connects objects to the Internet and its
most advanced applications refine obtained data for the user. We propose that Internet of Things
technology can be used to promote basic nursing care in the hospital environment by improving the
quality of care and patient safety.
Objectives: To introduce the concept of Internet of Things to nursing audience by exploring the state of the
art of Internet of Things based technology for basic nursing care in the hospital environment.
Data sources and review methods: Scoping review methodology following Arksey & O’Malley’s stages from
one to five were used to explore the extent, range, and nature of current literature. We searched eight
databases using predefined search terms. A total of 5030 retrievals were found which were screened for
duplications and relevancy to the study topic. 265 papers were chosen for closer screening of the
abstracts and 93 for full text evaluation. 62 papers were selected for the review. The constructs of the
papers, the Internet of Things based innovations and the themes of basic nursing care in hospital
environment were identified.
Results: Most of the papers included in the review were peer-reviewed proceedings of technological
conferences or articles published in technological journals. The Internet of Things based innovations
were presented in methodology papers or tested in case studies and usability assessments. Innovations
were identified in several topics in four basic nursing care activities: comprehensive assessment,
periodical clinical reassessment, activities of daily living and care management.
Conclusions: Internet of Things technology is providing innovations for the use of basic nursing care
although the innovations are emerging and still in early stages. Internet of things is yet vaguely adopted in
nursing. The possibilities of the Internet of Things are not yet exploited as well as they could. Nursing
science might benefit from deeper involvement in engineering research in the area of health.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

What is already known about the topic? provide intelligent services for remote monitoring of health and
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� The Internet of Things has emerged due to the recent
technological revolution in developing low-cost, miniaturized,
and energy-efficient wireless sensor devices, ubiquitous Internet
connectivity and advances in cloud computing.

� Internet of Things is a novel paradigm where objects with unique
identities can be integrated into an information network to
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wellbeing.
� There are several opinion papers that highlight the possibilities
of Internet of Things in the field of healthcare. However, the
nursing care is rarely mentioned in these writings.

What this paper adds

� Numerous Internet of Things based solutions are proposed for
basic nursing care in hospital environment but the innovations
are still only emerging and tested in case studies and usability
assessments.
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� The concept of Internet of Things is at present mainly used in
technological field and is not yet adopted to nursing research.

� Nursing could benefit from deeper understanding of concepts
developed and used by other disciplines.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Modern technology can be exploited to overcome some of the
challenges of basic nursing care in hospitals. Basic nursing care is
influenced by nursing staff shortness, work environment issues,
impractical physical care environments and difficulties in identi-
fying the patients’ needs (Jangland et al., 2016; Lasater and
Mchugh, 2016; West et al., 2005). On one hand, there is a need to
reinforce nursing procedures concerning requirements for basic
nursing care, and on the other hand, traditional standalone
equipment in hospitals can be upgraded to collect, transfer and
process the data efficiently and automatically. As a novel
multidisciplinary concept, Internet of Things (IoT) can connect
physical and virtual things and provides advanced solutions to
combine and use information from heterogeneous sources (Atzori
et al., 2010).

The most promising application of advanced technologies in
nursing is their ability to support patient safety and quality of care.
To ensure quality, safety and value in healthcare, clinical decisions
need to be supported by accurate, timely, and up-to-date clinical
information (Institute of Medicine, 2011). Nursing informatics,
defined as “science and practice (that) integrates nursing, its
information and knowledge, with management of information and
communication technologies to promote the health of people,
families, and communities worldwide.” (IMIA Special Interest
Group on Nursing Informatics, 2009) incorporates technologies
such as tele-healthcare applications, electronic health records,
automated data mining and big data technologies.

In addition to the informatics and software applications,
sensors and embedded systems development can have a signifi-
cant role in nursing care. Medical equipment, wearable sensors,
and implantable devices are examples which are proposed to assist
nursing in hospitals (Cao et al., 2012; Fraile et al., 2010). Proposed
software and hardware entities can provide recognizable improve-
ments in basic nursing care although there is a missing part to
provide connectivity between different parts and to equip nursing
Fig. 1. The architecture of Internet of Things
with a comprehensive intelligent system. Internet of Things is able
to fill this gap and have an important role in this domain although
it may partially cover and overlap the aforementioned entities (i.e.,
health informatics and wearable devices).

1.2. Basic nursing care

Already the early nursing theorists Virginia Henderson and
Florence Nightingale worked to define the role and actions of
nurses. The common definition for nursing actions for the best
patient outcomes has been a topic of debate. However, it is agreed
that basic nursing care, also known as the “fundamentals of care”
refers to the essential elements of care that are required by every
patient regardless of their clinical condition (Kitson et al., 2010). All
basic nursing care actions share three main points: the caring
actions are needed by all patients; they are not related to a specific
health problem; and they are not directed to a specific health goal
(Englebright et al., 2014). In this review, we employ Englebright’s
et al. (2014) definition for the basic nursing care. The basic caring
actions are divided into four activities. The first activity is
comprehensive assessment including baseline assessment con-
ducted after patient admission to the hospital. Periodical clinical
reassessment is the second activity that includes regular assess-
ments throughout the hospitalization. The third one as activities
of daily living consists of personal hygiene, meals and activities.
Finally, the last one is care management including coordination of
care team activities.

1.3. Internet of Things

The Internet of things is an advanced network of objects (i.e.
things) with unique identities, each of which interconnects or
connects to a remote server to provide more efficient services
(Atzori et al., 2010). The amalgamation of various fields such as
data acquisition, communication and data analysis offers
continues connectivity for the objects to collect, exchange and
combine data. Consequently, it is possible to achieve inclusive
knowledge about the entire system.

According to the specification and functionality of an Internet of
Things based system to collect, transmit and process healthcare
related data, the architecture of the system can be specified in
three layers, the perception layer, the gateway layer and the cloud
layer (Al-Fuqaha et al., 2015; Touati and Tabish, 2013). The
perception layer (Fig. 1) is defined to capture comprehensive
 based healthcare systems in a hospital.
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health and environmental data using heterogeneous sensors. This
layer is the lowest layer and has the most contact with the studied
or monitored entities including patients, nurses and objects.
Medical devices (e.g. heart rate monitor, pulse oximeter and
electrocardiography device), activity and localization devices (e.g.
accelerometer and bed presence) and emergency buttons are items
that stand in this layer to collect related data.

The gateway layer (Fig. 1) is allocated to connect the sensors
to a remote server. The captured data are transmitted via
wireless protocols such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi to a local
gateway. The gateway provides continuous connectivity for the
sensors or other perception layer inputs and manages inter-
ruptions. Then, it transfers the gathered data to a remote or
local server called a cloud for further analysis. Recently, the
concept of bringing a processing paradigm entitled as fog
computing to the vicinity of the sensors was proposed (Bonomi
et al., 2014). This smart gateway is defined to improve the
functionality of the system (e.g. decreasing latency and
increasing consistency in case of the unavailability of an
Internet connection) (Rahmani et al., 2015).

The cloud layer (Fig. 1) is the third and most remote section of
the Internet of Things system. All the acquired data are
transferred to the cloud via the gateway. The cloud can be
obtained either via Internet connected remote servers provided
by third parties or by local servers connected to local hospital
information system (HIS) to provide more protective privacy and
security. Using high processing power in the cloud platform, data
analytics, data fusion and analysis are used to further process and
develop the data (server room in the figure). The results of data
processing can then be used in patient care. Real-time/offline data
visualization of patients and their surroundings are available via
monitors and interface devices (e.g. smartphones and tablets).
The system could also enable healthcare personnel for instant
responses, feedback and setting adjustments via an administra-
tion control panel. Moreover, providing more comprehensive
services, such data processing could send feedback to devices
used in nursing and patient care to update their configurations
automatically.

The cloud layer (Fig. 1) is the third and most remote section of
the Internet of Things system. All the acquired data are transferred
to the cloud from the gateway. The cloud can be provided in two
approaches. The first approach is obtained via Internet connected
Table 1
The search terms and databases.

Database Search terms 

Pubmed ”Internet of Things” OR “IoT” 

“Nursing informatics” 

Cinalh ”Internet of Things” OR “IoT” 

“Nursing informatics” 

Scopus ”Internet of Things” OR “IoT” 

“Nursing informatics” 

Google Scholar (“Internet of Things” OR “IoT”) AND (“
ScienceDirect (“Internet of Things” OR “IoT”) AND (“
SpringerLink (“Internet of Things” OR “IoT”) AND (“
IEEE xplore (“Internet of Things” OR “IoT)” AND (“

“Hygiene” AND (“Nursing” OR “Hospit
“Incontinence” AND (“Nursing” OR “H
“Sleep” AND (“Nursing” OR “Hospital”
“Respiration” AND (“Nursing” OR “Hos
“Fall” AND (“Nursing” OR “Hospital”) 

ACM DL (“Internet of Things” OR “IoT”) AND (“
“Hygiene” AND (“Nursing” OR “Hospit
“Incontinence” AND (“Nursing” OR “H
“Sleep” AND (“Nursing” OR “Hospital”
“Respiration” AND (“Nursing” OR “hos
“Fall” AND (“Nursing” OR “hospital”) 
remote servers provided by third parties. The second one is
achieved by local servers connected to local hospital information
system (HIS) to provide more protective privacy and security. Using
the high processing power in the cloud platform, data analytics,
data fusion and reasoning are implemented to obtain new
knowledge and results regarding incoming and stored data (server
room in the figure). Afterward, the related obtained results along
with collected data are provided for nurses. Real-time/offline data
visualization of patients and their surroundings are available via
monitors and interface devices (e.g. smartphones and tablets). The
system could also enable healthcare personnel for instant
responses, feedback and setting adjustments via an administration
control panel. Moreover, providing more comprehensive services,
it could send feedback to nursing equipment and update their
configurations automatically according to the patients’ and
professionals’ requirements.

Consequently, the Internet of Things enabled system is a
paradigm that consists of embedded technologies of sensing,
connecting and processing to bring advanced applications and
services anyplace and anytime for different fields, especially in
healthcare and nursing. Therefore, the usage of Internet of Things
based systems as the state of the art in health sciences and basic
nursing care, can influence improvements in the quality and safety
of patient care.

1.4. Study objective

In this scoping review we introduce the concept of Internet
of Things to nursing by exploring the current literature to
identify the extent, range, and nature of the literature on the
Internet of Things in basic nursing care in the hospital
environment. In addition, we introduce recent innovations
utilizing the Internet of Things concept in basic nursing care in
the hospital environment.

2. Methods

We used a scoping review methodology, which can be used for
mapping the size and scope of research on a topic, synthesizing
findings, and identifying gaps in the literature (Grant and Booth,
2009). This is an appropriate approach given that we expect to find
papers with diverse methodologies and evidence only emerging in
Number of papers found

429
1096
29
965
251
1148

Nursing” OR “Hospital”) 32
Nursing” OR “Hospital”) 15
Nursing” OR “Hospital”) 7
Nursing” OR “Hospital”) 77
al”) 26
ospital”) 27
) 247
pital”) 194

437
Nursing” OR “Hospital”) 8
al”) 12
ospital”) 1
) 6
pital”) 0

23



Table 2
Summary of the analysis.

Activity Topics Articles IoT Layers Data Collection Target Group Design Paper Type Year Country

Perception Gateway Cloud Patient Nurse Environment Children Adults Elderly Discussion Empirical/
Methodology

Case
study

Usability Journal Proceedings

Periodical
clinical
reassessment

Vital signs Hart et al.
(2010)

p
– –

p
– – –

p p
– –

p
– –

p
2010 CAN

Hu et al. (2010)
p p

–
p

– – –
p p

–
p

– – –
p

2010 USA
Andre et al.
(2010)

p p
–

p
– – –

p p
– –

p
– –

p
2010 BEL

Zito et al.
(2011)

p p
–

p
– –

p p p
– –

p
–

p
– 2011 IRL, ITA

Donnelly et al.
(2012)

p
– –

p
– – –

p p
– – –

p
–

p
2012 GBR

Fang et al.
(2012)

p p
–

p
– – –

p p
–

p
– – –

p
2012 CHN

Huang et al.
(2013)

p p
–

p
– – – –

p
– – –

p
–

p
2013 TWN

Mamun et al.
(2014)

p p p p
– – –

p p
– – –

p
–

p
2014 FIJ,BAN,

IRL
Liu and Hsu
(2013)

p
–

p p
– – – –

p
– – –

p
–

p
2014 TWN

Shi-Lin et al.
(2015)

–
p

–
p

– – –
p p

–
p

– –
p

– 2015 CHN

Liu et al. (2015)
p

–
p p

– – – –
p

– – –
p p

– 2015 TWN
Güder et al.
(2016)

p
–

p p
– – –

p p
– –

p
–

p
– 2016 USA

Michard
(2016)

p p p p
– – –

p
– – – – –

p
– 2016 SUI

Neonatal monitoring Nachabe et al.
(2015)

p
–

p p
– –

p
– – – – –

p
–

p
2015 FRA

Huang et al.
(2015)

p
– –

p
– –

p
– – – –

p
– –

p
2015 CHN,

USA
Pain Martinez-

Balleste et al.
(2014)

p
–

p p
– –

p
– – –

p
– – –

p
2014 ESP

Medication Jara et al.
(2010a)

p
–

p p
–

p
–

p p
–

p
– – –

p
2010 ESP,

GBR
Jara et al.
(2010b)

p
–

p p
–

p
–

p p
–

p
– – –

p
2010 ESP

Laranjo et al.
(2012)

– –
p

– –
p

–
p p

– –
p

–
p

– 2012 PRT

Jara et al.
(2014)

p p p p
–

p
–

p p
–

p
– –

p
– 2014 ESP

Zhang et al.
(2015)

p
–

p
– –

p
–

p p
–

p
– – –

p
2015 CHN

Hua-li et al.
(2015)

– –
p

– –
p

– – – –
p

– – –
p

2015 CHN

Activities of
daily living

Sleep detection Biswas et al.
(2010)

– –
p p

– – – –
p

– – –
p

–
p

2010 SGP

Rofouei et al.
(2011)

p
–

p p
– – –

p
– – –

p
– –

p
2011 USA

Liu and Hsu
(2013)a

p
–

p p
– – – –

p
– – –

p
–

p
2013 TWN

Rotariu et al.
(2013)

p p
–

p
– – –

p p
– –

p
– –

p
2013 USA

Zhu et al.
(2015)

p
–

p p
– – – –

p
– – –

p
–

p
2014 JPN

Liu et al.
(2015)a

p
–

p p
– – – –

p
– – –

p p
– 2015 TWN

Secretion Ang et al.
(2008)

–
p p p

– –
p p p

– –
p

– –
p

2008 MYS
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Table 2 (Continued)

Activity Topics Articles IoT Layers Data Collection Target Group Design Paper Type Year Country

Perception Gateway Cloud Patient Nurse Environment Children Adults Elderly Discussion Empirical/
Methodology

Case
study

Usability Journal Proceedings

Wai et al.
(2010a)

p p p p
– –

p p p
– – –

p
–

p
2010 SGP,

GBR,
FRA

Wai et al.
(2010b)

p p p p
– –

p p p
– – –

p
–

p
2010 SGP,

GBR,
FRA

Yamada et al.
(2010)

p
– –

p
– –

p p p
– –

p
– –

p
2010 JPN

Wai et al.
(2011)

–
p p p

– –
p p p

–
p

– – –
p

2011 SGP,
GBR

Nilsson et al.
(2011)

p
– –

p
– –

p p p
– –

p
– –

p
2011 SWE

Fuketa et al.
(2014)

p
– –

p
– –

p p p
–

p
– – –

p
2014 JPN

Fall detection Huang et al.
(2009)

–
p

–
p

– – – –
p

–
p

– – –
p

2009 TWN

Rawashdeh
et al. (2012)

– –
p p

– – – –
p

– – –
p

–
p

2012 USA

Visvanathan
et al. (2012)

–
p p p

– – – –
p

– –
p

– –
p

2012 AUS

Chou et al.
(2013)

p
– –

p
– – – –

p
– –

p
– –

p
2013 TWN

Enayati et al.
(2014)

– –
p p

– – – –
p

–
p

– – –
p

2014 USA

Catarinucci
et al. (2014)

–
p p p p

– – –
p

– –
p

– –
p

2014 ITA

Schwarzmeier
et al. (2014)

p
– –

p
– – – –

p
–

p
– – –

p
2014 DEU

Sriborrirux
et al. (2014)

p
–

p p
– – – –

p
– –

p
– –

p
2014 THA

Mamun et al.
(2014)a

p p p p p p
–

p p
– – –

p
–

p
2014 FIJ,

BGD,
IRL

Catarinucci
et al. (2015)

–
p p p p p

– –
p

– –
p

–
p

– 2015 ITA

Activity monitoring Hu et al.,
(2010)a

p p
–

p
– – –

p p
–

p
– – –

p
2010 USA

Schwarzmeier
et al., (2014)*

p
– –

p
– – – –

p
–

p
– – –

p
2014 DEU

Sriborrirux
et al. (2014)*

p
–

p p
– – – –

p
– –

p
– –

p
2014 THA

Care
management

Decision making
support system

Bruballa et al.
(2014)

– –
p p p p

– – – – –
p

– –
p

2014 ESP

Manate et al.
(2014)

– –
p p p p

– – – –
p

– – –
p

2014 ROU,
GBR

Boyi et al.
(2014)

– –
p p p p

– – – – –
p

–
p

– 2014 CHN

Abinaya and
Swathika
(2015)

– –
p p p

– – – – –
p

– –
p

– 2015 IND

Aishwarya
et al. (2015)

– –
p p

–
p

– – – –
p

– –
p

– 2015 IND

Michard
(2016)a

p p p p p p
– – – –

p
– –

p
– 2016 SUI

Tracking (personnel,
patients, devices)

Alharbe et al.
(2013)

–
p p p p p

– – – –
p

– – –
p

2013 SAU,
GBR

Catarinucci
et al. (2015)a

–
p p p p p

– –
p

– –
p

–
p

– 2015 ITA
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Carvalho et al.
(2015)

p
– –

p p p
– – – – –

p
– –

p
2015 BRA

Nurse calling system Galinato et al.
(2015)

– – –
p p

– –
p p

– – –
p p

– 2015 USA

Kanan and
Elhassan
(2015)

p p p p p
–

–

–
p p

–
p

– – –
p

2015 ARE

Sharma and
Gautam (2015)

p p
–

p
– – –

p p
–

p
– – –

p
2015 IND

Comprehensive
assessment

Hygiene Herman et al.
(2009)

–
p

– –
p p

– – – – –
p

– –
p

2009 USA

Johnson et al.
(2012)

p
–

p
–

p p
– – – – – –

p p
– 2012 USA

Meydanci et al.
(2013)

– –
p

–
p p

– – – –
p

– – –
p

2013 TUR

Asai et al.
(2013)

p
– – – –

p
– – – – – –

p
–

p
2013 JPN

Shhedi et al.
(2015)

p
– – –

p p
– – –

p
– – – –

p
2015 ROU

Shhedi et al.
(2015)

p
– – –

p p
– – – –

p
– – –

p
2015 ROU

Baslyman et al.
(2015)

p
–

p
–

p p
– – – – –

p
–

p
– 2015 CAN

Misra et al.
(2015)

p
– – –

p p
– – – –

p
– – –

p
2015 IND

Galluzzi et al.
(2015)

p
–

p
–

p p
– – – – – –

p
–

p
2015 USA

Comfort Vicini et al.
(2012)

p
– –

p
– –

p
– – – – –

p
–

p
2012 ITA

a The article is also utilized in other sections.
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the literature concerning Internet of Things based innovations in
basic nursing care settings (Levac et al., 2010). We followed the
scoping review guidelines of Arksey and O’Malley (2005) in five
stages: 1) identifying the research question 2) identifying relevant
studies 3) defining a relevant study selection 4) charting the data
and 5) collating, summarizing and reporting the results.

We explored the following questions:

1. How is the Internet of Things used in basic nursing care?
2. What are the benefits of using the Internet of Things in basic

nursing care?

2.1. Identifying relevant studies

The literature search was conducted in eight databases:
Pubmed, Cinahl, Scopus, ScienceDirect, ACM DL (Association for
Computing Machinery Digital Library), IEEE Xplore DL (Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers Digital Library), Google
Scholar and SpringerLink. The databases were selected to cover
the fields of the multidisciplinary research topic. The search was
conducted in March and April 2016. Moreover, an additional search
in the three nursing databases was conducted in September 2016
to include the wide range of nursing informatics literature to the
review. At first all the nursing related databases were searched
using a Boolean combination of the terms “Internet of Thing” OR
“IoT” and the technological databases were searched for “Internet
of Things” AND “Nursing” OR “Hospital”. The second search was
conducted only in technological databases replacing the term
Internet of Things with the chosen basic nursing care terms to find
detailed information. These terms were chosen to describe the
aspects that are objective and detectable. Because of the novelty of
the concept of Internet of Things, no time limit was used in first
search. However, the search concerning nursing informatics was
limited to the years 2006 to 2016. The review was limited to
English language publications. The complete search strategy for
each electronic database is listed in Table 1.

2.2. Study selection

The inclusion criteria were 1) a scientific peer-reviewed
publication describing an Internet of Things based solution for
basic nursing care 2) the Internet of Things solution is used or
proposed for hospital environment 3) the term Internet of
Things is used in the paper 4) the paper is a clinical study, a
review, a commentary, an editorial or a conference proceeding.
The exclusion criteria were 1) the paper describes only a
technical design’s development 2) the Internet of Things
solution is used only for patient monitoring outside the
hospital environment 3) the Internet of Things solution is only
used for self-monitoring 4) the publication is a book, a book
chapter, a magazine or a letter.

2.3. Charting the data

Information on authors, their country and publication year
were collected. The type of the article and study design were
analyzed. The Internet of Things innovations were identified and
labelled to describe the basic nursing care topics. The technical
development state of the three layers of the Internet of Things
based system architecture was identified. Also the main target
patient group was specified into children, adults and the elderly,
although if no patient group was mentioned in an article, adult
patients were chosen. The results of the analysis are collected in
Table 2.
3. Results

3.1. Description of process and findings

Of the 5030 articles originally identified, 149 articles were
removed as duplicates. The titles were screened and 4615 papers
were excluded as non-relevant to the topic. 265 papers were
chosen for closer assessment and identified as potentially relevant.
93 full-text articles were assessed for eligibility, and finally 62 were
included in the qualitative synthesis (See Fig. 2 for the flow
diagram). Despite the large number of articles of the search for the
term “nursing informatics”, only one article met the inclusion
criteria.

The vast majority of the articles were peer-reviewed proceed-
ings of technological conferences. These included descriptions of
Internet of Things based innovation methodology or methodology
tested in a case study or usability tests in the hospital environment.
Only one article was published in a nursing journal, two in medical
journals, and all other articles were published in technological
journals. The journal articles did not differ from peer-reviewed
proceeding papers in study designs. We found no clinical trials
with comparisons or randomized designs. The articles were
published between the years 2008–2016 and they were from 30
countries across four continents. Most of the Internet of Things
solutions were targeted to adult and elderly patients with chronic
diseases. Only a few were designed for a pediatric population. The
data used in the Internet of Things solutions were collected in most
cases from patients and the environment and more rarely from
nurses. Most of the innovations proposed were related to vital
signs detection and were set under periodical clinical reassess-
ment activities of basic nursing care. The other topics in periodical
clinical reassessment activities were neonatal monitoring, pain
management and medication. Comprehensive assessment activ-
ities included topics of hygiene and comfort. Physical activity, fall
detection, sleep, and secretion monitoring were set under
Activities of daily living. Finally, care management activities
included topics of decision making support, tracking personnel,
patients and devises, and nurse calling system. Some of the topics
could have been set under several activities, but only one was
selected. The findings are described in Table 2.

3.2. Internet of Things based innovations for basic nursing care in the
hospital environment

3.2.1. Periodical clinical reassessment
With Internet of Things-based solutions vital signs can be

recorded using wireless devices connected to a gateway (Hart et al.,
2010; Shi-Lin et al., 2015), body worn wireless sensors (Andre et al.,
2010; Donnelly et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2013) or ambient sensors
attached on walls or objects (Güder et al., 2016; Mamun et al., 2014;
Huang et al., 2015; Zito et al., 2011). Wireless detection systems
have the advantage of giving patients real-time dependable and
continuous monitoring without causing any inconvenience to
patients (Hu et al., 2010). A good example is a cuffless noninvasive
measurement of blood pressure using pulse wave transit time as a
part of a multifunctional device, containing continuous measure-
ment of seven lead electrocardiography, respiration, temperature,
blood pressure, peripheral capillary oxygen saturation, the motion
state of a patient in real time (Fang et al., 2012). The heart rate of a
patient can also be detected using a wireless ring probe (Huang
et al., 2013) or a versatile system which detects electrocardiogra-
phy, heart rate, respiration waveform and rate, skin temperature
and motion with a single wearable sensor (Donnelly et al., 2012).
The triggering algorithms are set to alarm for early recognition of
patients requiring urgent attention. Some of the innovations have
the advantage of detecting both physiological parameters and
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tracking patients movements using the same hardware (Donnelly
et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2010; Mamun et al., 2014).

Several systems for non-invasive and continuous respiration
monitoring have been developed both for adults and children.
Respiratory rate and pattern can be detected contactless from
chest movements, using ultra-wideband technology (Huang et al.,
2015; Zito et al., 2011). The sensor can also be connected into a
patient’s nasal prongs (Andre et al., 2010) or attached into a
breathing mask (Güder et al., 2016) to detect respiration through
airflow humidity changes. Humidity changes ionic conductivity
which can be measured electrically and the data can be further
transmitted to a smartphone or tablet computer for post-
processing (Güder et al., 2016). An intelligent contact-free sensing
pad under the patient on a hospital bed can also measure
respiration by recording the changes in the capacitive coupling
between the traces of the pad and correlating them to respiration
(Hart et al., 2010).

For neonatal monitoring, detection of respiration and the
possible apnea of an infant can be done by obtaining a breathing
signal from an infant's chest vibration. An algorithm is applied to
locate the chest of the infant due to possible movement and to set
off an alarm in case of apnea (Huang et al., 2015). Also for the use of
neonatal intensive care unit nurses, a newborn’s physiological
parameters, such as heart rate and temperature, and the
environmental parameters, such as humidity of the incubator,
can be detected via a wireless sensor network (Nachabe et al.,
2015). The sensors are connected to a data hub device provided
with a software agent for sensed data preprocessing and the server
publishes the data into the hospital information system. In
addition to physiological parameter detection, Martinez-Balleste
et al. (2014) have proposed an automated pain detection system for
infants using data acquisition with wearable sensors, video and
audio processing. The system automatically analyses the pain or
discomfort level of an infant and raises alarm upon predetermined
conditions.

Considering medication in hospital surroundings, Jara et al.
(2014, 2010a,b) introduce a pharmaceutical intelligent information
system for drug delivery to mitigate adverse drug reactions. In the
system, tags, e.g., Radio Frequency Identification, are provided for
each medicine; then, utilizing tag readers, the medicine is
detected, and related data is sent to the cloud layer. The related
data and the patient profile are stored and the need to inform the
healthcare personnel about possible consequences (e.g., allergies)
and further actions is considered. In a similar manner, Laranjo et al.
(2012) also offer a solution using Radio Frequency Identification
tags for identifying hospital entities to implement medication
control from the prescription to pharmaceutical drug control.
Other systems including an intelligent medicine box (Zhang et al.,
2015) and a pharmaceutical logistics and supply chain manage-
ment system (Hua-li et al., 2015) are proposed to monitor and
control patient medication and to implement tracing and supply
chain management of medicines in hospitals from purchase to
provision and distribution.

3.2.2. Activities of daily living
Sleep detection is in most cases based on vital signs monitoring

throughout sleep. Rofouei et al. (2011) have proposed a non-
invasive wearable neck-cuff sleep detection tool for the early
diagnosis of sleep apnea which provides a summary of possible
apnea events and a quantification of the severity of sleep apnea.
Also a long term detection of patients’ skin temperature using a
wireless sensor system provides information of the circadian
rhythm of patients (Rotariu et al., 2013). For versatile sleep/off
sleep monitoring, basic accelerometer sensors and motion-sensing
mattresses can be used to collect information about the sleep
activity patterns of patients. Biswas et al. (2010) have successfully
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done actigraphy based on body-worn accelerometer sensors to
remotely monitor and study the sleep-wake cycle of patients at a
nursing home. A soft motion sensing mattress or sensors located
under a mattress can also collect data about physical activities in a
bed (Liu et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2015; Liu and Hsu, 2013). The
corresponding digital signals collected by the mattress sensors are
classified into different events such as on/off bed, sleep posture,
pressure distribution, movement counts, respiration and heart rate
(Liu and Hsu, 2013).

Considering Internet of Things related systems, Ang et al. (2008)
have introduced a wireless intelligent incontinence management
system to monitor secretion and to transmit wetness data to a
central system and then further to alert the nurses via SMS.
Similarly, Wai et al. (2010a,b) present a system comprising three
Internet of Things layers. The first layer is defined to sense diaper
wetness. The second layer is specified to provide a wireless
connection for the sensors in the hospital. Finally, the third layer
handles system operations, provides access to patients’ inconti-
nence profiles and sends notifications in case of detecting soiled
diapers. To implement the notifications system more efficiently, a
smartphone reminder is also integrated into the system (Wai et al.,
2011). Various solutions including disposable wet sensors placed
inside of diapers are also proposed. They are defined to detect
diaper wetness and to transmit the data to the cloud for further
actions (Fuketa et al., 2014; Nilsson et al., 2011; Yamada et al., 2010)

A patient alert system and a passive fall monitoring system are
proposed by Huang et al. (2009) and Schwarzmeier et al. (2014)
respectively to provide instant position information and emergen-
cy situation detection. A motion monitoring system, including five
accelerometer sensors and a 3D avatar (an embodiment of a
person) to illustrate the movements, is offered to reduce falls
(Rawashdeh et al., 2012). Fall prevention systems are also
introduced to notify the nurses about high risk fall activities
(Visvanathan et al., 2012) and bed falling (Chou et al., 2013).
Context-aware systems are specified to implement fall detection
using visual sensors (Bian et al., 2015). In this approach, a camera is
installed on a wall or a ceiling in a room instead of attaching
devices to patients. The camera outputs are analyzed by online
video processing methods instantaneously and related fall
information are extracted and transferred to healthcare person-
nel’s computers (Enayati et al., 2014). Also mobile systems can
provide fall detection for hospitals such as a robotic system offered
by Mamun et al. (2014). Along with patient condition monitoring,
the system is enabled by a camera and a 3D laser sensor detects
falls and provides emergency notifications. In addition to fall
detection and prevention, there are systems to carry out in-general
activity monitoring considering patient’s activities continuously.
Real-time monitoring using a necklace tag is proposed to exploit
activity data. This data can be information regarding daily activity-
level and level of functional ability (Sriborrirux et al., 2014).
Providing wireless acute care, a non-contact Doppler sensor is also
used to fulfill patient monitoring considering patient’s vital signs
and motions (Hu et al., 2010).

3.2.3. Care management
As Michard (2016) proposes, computers will be able to integrate

the historical, clinical, physiologic and biological information
necessary to predict adverse events, propose the best therapy and
ensure the care is delivered properly. While the data gets bigger it
becomes vital to find the relevant information quickly and easily
for efficient and accurate decision making. Ontology based data
modelling is used to classify the records stored in one database (
Boyi et al., 2014) and the relationships between sensors and
devices can be determined (Manate et al., 2014). With the help of
algorithms, the systems can detect diseases and suggest treat-
ments based on statistical calculations based on a big amount of
raw data (Aishwarya et al., 2015). This may be particularly useful in
emergency care (Abinaya and Swathika, 2015; Boyi et al., 2014).

A smart hospital system proposed by Catarinucci et al. (2015,
2014) offers localization for entities (e.g., patients, personnel and
devices) along with emergency situation management; Carvalho
et al. (2015) propose a model for individuals in nursing home
framework for tracking purpose, and Alharbe et al. (2013) asserts a
system to detect people and items in hospitals. Providing a
connected network using the Internet of Things and intelligent
services in the cloud, also the nursing calling system is reinforced
in hospitals. An Internet of Things based call light system uses icons
and phrases to allow patients to specify their needs when making a
nurse call request. Thus, the nursing staffs are informed regarding
the purpose of their call upon the initiation of the call light request
(Galinato et al., 2015). Also the information of patients and nurses
positioning can reinforce the nursing calling system and minimize
the time between the patient assistance request and nurse arrival
(Kanan and Elhassan, 2015; Sharma and Gautam, 2015).

3.2.4. Comprehensive assessment
Hand hygiene as a significant method to mitigate infection

transmission in hospitals and has been reinforced by Internet of
Things related systems. Baslyman et al. (2015) present a real-time
hand hygiene monitoring to monitor healthcare professionals in
hospital rooms and provide a reminder whether hand hygiene is
missed. Asai et al. (2013) also offer a system using sensors and
interface devices to encourage individuals to practice hand
antisepsis. Moreover, different systems are proposed for hand
hygiene monitoring using installed sensors in hospital rooms and
user-tags for personnel (Misra et al., 2015; Meydanci et al., 2013;
Johnson et al., 2012; Herman et al., 2009). Shhedi et al. (Shhedi
et al., 2015) also introduce a system to monitor individuals in
hospital rooms. Their system recognizes whether a person enters
the room, complies with hand hygiene or leaves the room. Using
positioning sensors, their system is enabled to monitor hand
movements during hand hygiene. Similarly, a system is proposed
by Galluzzi et al. (2015) to monitor hand washing duration in
hospitals and to classify hand hygiene movements using wrist
worn sensors.

Different from the other proposed solutions used mainly for
patient detection and management, Vicini et al. (2012) introduces
a novel Internet of Things based device for the comfort of
hospitalized children. The interactive device enables socialization
not only with the hospital personnel but with other people
regardless of the illness or hospital environment. By playing active
learning games the children are given the opportunity of learning
and growing during their experience in hospital and gaining a state
of wellbeing (Vicini et al., 2012).

The main Internet of Things solutions identified in this review
are summarized in Fig. 3.

4. Discussion

The fact that most of the included articles were from technology
field can be interpreted at least in two ways. Firstly, the topic of
Internet of Things in nursing is at infancy as more research and
implementation is required. The technological field has a tradition
of testing and publishing new methodologies in early stages in case
studies and usability tests. Secondly, the articles in nursing field
may have insufficient technical description of used devises or use
different terminology for similar technology. Because of the
terminological issues, an additional literature search was con-
ducted in September 2016 in nursing informatics. However, it was
not very relevant to the topic and only one more article met the
inclusion criteria and could be included in the review (Galinato
et al., 2015). Our study revealed that nursing informatics research
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has not yet focused on Internet of Things and its possibilities in
basic nursing care. Nursing informatics mostly concerns integra-
tion of the nursing information and knowledge with the
information management technologies. However, Internet of
Things could offer a new approach to provide real-time wireless
health monitoring and cloud computing also in basic nursing care
to enable intelligent decision-making support for nurses.

The reviewed papers target at patient centered issues to
improve the quality of nursing care with personated health and
functioning profiles, and to improve patient safety with automated
alert systems and continuous real time monitoring. Innovations in
care management provide information about the location and
amount of available resources, the means of management and use
of big data. Most innovations were based on the monitoring of
patients’ state giving the nurses vital information and supporting
the assessment and decision making processes. While nurses
devote a great deal of their time to documentation, medication
administration, and care coordination and somewhat less time to
actual patient care activities (Hendrich et al., 2008), one of the
main advantages of using new Internet of Things solutions in
hospitals is the automation of patient data collection and
processing utilizing low cost sensors, devices and technologies.
Moreover, it enables the hospital system to formalize the incoming
raw data into standard electronic health record. This allows nurses
to use more time for patient care instead of routine detection of
patients’ vital signs and transferring patient data to the electronic
patient records. Also totally new innovations for problems were
offered; automated tracking of patients and personnel along with
fall detection and nurse calling systems give the organization new
means of promoting patient safety. The Internet of Things also
brings new opportunities to the still unsolved and continuous
struggle against the health care associated infections by providing
automated hand hygiene detection and reminders.

A valuable property of these innovations is that they are mostly
inconspicuous and allow the patient to move more freely which
leads to the improvement of the traditionally passivating hospital
environment. Wireless solutions promote a feeling comfort for all
patients particularly in cases of children and disoriented patients,
and also promotes patient safety. Another value is the opportunity
to include family in the care by offering real time data remotely, if
the family is not able to be present in the hospital (Nachabe et al.,
2015; Martinez-Balleste et al., 2014).

Personalized smart services could also be provided for patients
in hospitals using Internet of Things based platforms. Acquiring
and storing various information (e.g., medical parameters, activi-
ties, etc.) from a patient during their hospital stay along with the
patient’s medical history, provides a comprehensive understand-
ing about the patient’s state. Considering this knowledge, it is
possible to use data analysis algorithms including machine
learning (Murphy, 2012) and pattern recognition (Bishop, 2006)
methods to offer personalized services for each patient. For
instance, patients would achieve an advantage in diagnosis and
treatment procedures by enabling personalized decision making
approaches and subsequently minimizing mistakes.
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In nursing, the ethical issues related to Internet of Things
technologies must be highlighted. In addition to the smart
applications that Internet of Things based systems could provide
for nursing and hospital environment, the systems should provide
security. System security as an important subject in Internet of
Things based systems is defined to preserve privacy and improve
trust between patients and professionals (Moosavi et al., 2016,
2015; Sicari et al., 2015). It becomes more significant particularly
for hospitals in which patients’ medical information is available. As
discussed in Yang et al. (2012), the potential confidentiality issues
can be considered in three parts regarding the three Internet of
Things tiers. The perception layer which includes various sensors
collecting data from patients and nurses might encounter a data
breach. The gateway as an intermediate tier to provide connection
between sensors and the cloud might be targeted by many
challenges. Finally, the cloud layer containing data centers stores
all the patients’ and nurses’ related information. Addressing
security requirements are essentials in Internet of Things based
hospital systems and should be satisfied using robust security
schemes.

In addition to security and privacy issues, the transparency of
the new technology for all stakeholders should be ensured. In
health care, informed consent by Internet of Things users or
indirect stakeholders can be difficult to obtain if technical
knowledge is required (van den Hoven 2013). The nurses need
not only the skills to use the new technological solutions, they also
need understanding of the wider picture of risks and benefits.
These requirements are part of the competence nurses need in
technology and informatics in their work in the future (Gassert,
2008).

5. Limitations

Since the area of investigation is still in an early stage, the
literature is diverse in quality. We included many types of studies
to achieve a picture of the field. This has obviously affected the
scientific level of the study. However we found it important to
include all chosen studies in the analysis to get a good picture of
the state of the art. The search terms were not a complete list of all
the relevant areas in basic nursing care and this is a limitation. In
addition, the concept of the Internet of Things has a broad
definition, therefore only papers with sufficient technical descrip-
tion were chosen in the review.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, modern Internet of Things based technology
offers various innovations for basic nursing care but most the
innovations are still emerging. Internet of things is yet vaguely
adopted in nursing. The possibilities of the Internet of Things are
not yet exploited as well as they could. The automation of the
patient and hospital environment monitoring and collection and
management of data might promote the quality of care and patient
safety in basic nursing care but there is still no evidence of
effectiveness or efficacy in the literature. In the studied research
the proposed technologies are in the testing phase and need to be
studied further to ensure their feasibility and security for hospital
use. Nursing science might benefit from deeper involvement in
engineering research in the area of health and nursing care.
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